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Abstract—The existing Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Fre-
quency Division Duplex (FDD) techniques rely on a guard time
and/or guard band to avoid Self-Interference (SI) between the
uplink and downlink channels, which results in the wastage of
precious spectral resources. The Full-Duplex (FD) schemes of
In-Band Full Duplex (IBFD) as well as Multicarrier Division
Duplex (MDD) may overcome this drawback while retaining
the key benefits of both TDD and FDD. Moreover, the MDD
exhibits the exclusive benefits of the reduced Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR) for signal transmission as well as the SI-
free signal detection. Against this background, in this work, we
propose a novel FD scheme conceived for frequency-selective
millimeter Wave (mmWave) channels, which have not been
investigated in the open literature. Furthermore, we propose a
novel Projection aided Iterative Eigenvalue Decomposition (P-
IEVD) algorithm, which performs nullspace SI cancellation in
the inherent beamforming structure of mmWave communication.
Our simulation results confirm that the MDD is capable of
outperforming its Half-Duplex (HD) counterparts of TDD/FDD,
even the IBFD can only achieve a better bandwidth efficiency
than the MDD when a sufficiently high SNR is provided.

Index Terms—Full duplex, orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing, millimeter wave, uniform linear array, multicar-
rier division duplex, analog-to-digital converter dynamic range,
power-amplifier dynamic range, beamforming, nullspace self-
interference cancellation, dynamic subcarrier allocation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency Division Du-
plex (FDD) [1]–[4] have been the dominant spectrum access
techniques both in the IEEE 802.11a/n/ac/ah family as well as
in the emerging 5G cellular network. Recently, the Full-Duplex
(FD) techniques including the In-Band Full Duplex (IBFD)
[5]–[11] and Multicarrier Division Duplex (MDD) [12]–[17],
which are capable of better exploiting the valuable spectral
resources, have attracted substantial interest both in academia
and in the wireless industry. The schematics of these basic
access techniques are portrayed in Fig. 1, and their features are
summarized in Table II, where the advantages are highlighted
in blue.
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TABLE I: Nomenclature

ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
AoA Angle of Arrival
AoD Angle of Departure
AP Access Point
BS Base Station
CSI Channel State Information
CSIT Channel State Information at Transmitter
DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DL Down Link
FD Full Duplex
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FSPL Free-Space Path Loss
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest
HD Half Duplex
IBFD In-Band Full Duplex
IDFT Inversed Discrete Fourier Transform
IEVD Iterative Eigenvalue Decomposition
LoS Line-of-Sight
LTE Long-Term Evolution
M2M Multipoint-to-Multipoint
MAC Medium Access Control
MDD Multicarrier Division Duplex
MPC Multi-Path Component
MS Mobile Station
NLoS Non Line-of-Sight
NR New Radio
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
P2P Point-to-Point
PA Power Amplifier
PAPR Peak-to-Average Power Ratio
P-IEVD Projection based Iterative Eigenvalue Decomposition
RA Receive Antenna
Rx Receiver
SI Self-Interference
SIQNR Self-Interference-to-Quantization Noise power Ratio
SQNR Signal-to-Quantization Noise power Ratio
TA Transmit Antenna
TDD The Time Division Duplex
Tx Transmitter
UL Up Link
ULA Uniform Linear Array

First of all, the TDD separates the Up Link (UL) and Down
Link (DL) in the time domain, where a guard interval is
required, as shown in Fig. 1 for accommodating the transients
between the switching instants. On one hand, the TDD mode
is known to have three main advantages, as highlighted in
Table II. Firstly, as a benefit of the combined UL and DL
spectrum, both links can access to the entire allotted channel
bandwidth, which improves the frequency diversity. Secondly,
thanks to channel reciprocity, the Channel State Information
at the Transmitter (CSIT) is available without feedback. This
is beneficial both for beamforming and resource allocation.
Thirdly, the TDD mode is capable of supporting asymmetric
traffic by approprately apportioning the UL and DL durations.
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Fig. 1: Schematic descriptions of Time Division Duplex (TDD), Frequency Division Duplex (FDD), In-Band Full-Duplex (IBFD) and
Multicarrier Division Duplex (MDD).

TABLE II: Comparison of Access Technologies (their advantages are
highlighted in blue).

TDD FDD IBFD MDD
Guard interval Required None None None
UL/DL spectrum Combined Separated Combined Combined
CSIT (shared Channel Require Channel Channel
Tx/Rx antennas) reciprocity feedback reciprocity reciprocity
Asymmetric traffic Flexible Symmetric Symmetric Flexible
Guard band None Required None None
Synchronization Required None Required Required
Hidden terminal Exist Avoided Avoided Avoided
Delayed HARQ Delayed Avoided Avoided Avoided
Bandwidth
efficiency Classic Classic Improved Improved

OFDM PAPR Classic Classic Classic Reduced
SI (signal reception) None None Exist Exist
SI (signal detection) None None Exist None

However, TDD also suffers from three disadvantages, which
are also summarized in Table II. Firstly, the TDD guard
interval has to take into account the round-trip delays of the
cell-edge mobile users. The associated stringent time synchro-
nization inevitably limits the cell radius. Secondly, the hidden
terminal problem arises, when the carrier sensing initiated
by Node 1 falsely detects an idle state of the Access Point
(AP), which is not transmitting but receiving from Node 2 that
appears to be hidden to Node 1 [5]. Thirdly, due to the TDD
delay, the CSIT may become outdated, which may be further
aggravated by Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) in
the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. Nonetheless, in the
most up-to-date 5G New Radio (NR) standard releases [18],
TDD is the sole access technology adopted both in the C-band
(4 GHz–5 GHz) as well as in the mmWave K-band (24 GHz–
27 GHz) and Ka-band (27 GHz–40 GHz). Moreover, TDD
also coexists with the FDD mode both in the L-band (1 GHz–
2 GHz) and in the S-band (2 GHz–4 GHz).

As an out-of-band full-duplex scheme, the FDD mode
concurrently transmits and receives signals at separate frequen-
cies, as portrayed in Fig. 1. On one hand, the FDD mode may
efficiently alleviate the aforementioned TDD disadvantages
of stringent time synchronization, hidden terminal problem
and delayed HARQ, as seen in Table II. On the other hand,
a sufficiently wide guard band is required for the sake of
avoiding power leakage between the UL and DL, which results
in a waste of the valuable spectral resources. Moreover, the
FDD mode is inflexible in terms of supporting asymmetric
traffics. All these features render the FDD mode suitable
for long-range symmetric and low-rate communications in
the low-frequency microwave bands. In the 5G NR standard
releases [18], the FDD mode is deployed in the Ultra High

Frequency (UHF) band (0.3 GHz–1 GHz), L-band (1 GHz–
2 GHz) as well as in the lower half of the S-band (2 GHz–
3 GHz), which are inherited from the legacy microwave 2G-4G
cellular networks.

By contrast, the IBFD scheme aims for simultaneously
transmitting and receiving signals in the same band, which
may potentially make the spectral resources twice as valu-
able, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. According to fundamental
antenna theory, the electromagnetic fields of the transmitted
and received signals are independent of each other [19], hence
the IBFD mode has already been widely implemented in
continuous-wave radar systems since the 1940s [9]. As the
benefit of simultaneous signal transmission and reception,the
IBFD is capable of improving the bandwidth efficiency, while
both the TDD problems of guard interval, hidden terminal and
delayed HARQ as well as the FDD problems of guard band,
feedback for CSIT and inflexibility in asymmetric traffic are
all effectively eliminated [5]–[11], as presented in TableII.

However, the major challenge in IBFD is the strong Self-
Interference (SI) that is leaked from the transmitter to the
receiver of the same node. Intuitively, the full-duplex node
knows its transmitted signal, which should be directly sub-
tracted from the received signal without causing SI. However,
the SI that received from its own transmitter may be up to
billions time stronger than the signal received from the desired
transmitting node (30-120 dB [6], [8]–[11]). As a result, the
finite-precision Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) is often
saturated by the SI, which imposes overwhelming quantization
noise to the desired signal. For example, let us assume that
the SI is 40 dB (= 10000 times) stronger than the desired
received signal. Based on the rule-of-thumb ADC dynamic
range of6.02Q dB, whereQ denotes the number of ADC
resolution bits, a dynamic range of 48.2 dB is provided by
the ADC for Q = 8 bits. However, owing to the strong SI
of 40 dB that saturates most of the ADC dynamic range, the
effective ADC dynamic range left for the desired signal is
reduced to48.2 − 40 = 8.2 dB, which corresponds to merely
8.2/6.02 ≈ 1.36 ADC resolution bits. This detrimental effect
inevitably results in a substantially increased quantization
noise to the desired signal.

In general, the SI in the IBFD scheme has to be mitigated for
both signal reception in analog domain and signal detectionin
digital domain [9]–[11], as shown in Table II. As the frontier
defense mechanism against SI, the transmit and receive anten-
nas are often separated in the propagation domain, where the
physical distance, the blocking obstacles and careful antenna
placement may attenuate the SI. As the second line of defense,
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the SI has to be modelled and subtracted from the received
signal by the analog circuitry before ADC, which improves the
signal reception. Finally, the residual SI after ADC is further
mitigated in the digital domain, which improves the signal
detection. In summary, all the aforementioned SI mitigation
techniques inevitably impose extra hardware and software
costs and constraints, which impede their implementation in
commercial networks.

The MDD [12]–[17] is capable of overcoming some of the
drawbacks of the aforementioned access techniques without
compromising their key benefits. Specifically, the MDD as-
signs orthogonal subcarriers in each Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbol to the separate UL and
DL channels, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. As a result, the MDD
has the following advantages, as summarized in Table II:

(A.1) Owing to the orthogonal OFDM subcarrier division
shown in Fig. 1, the MDD is completely free of SI
during the signal detection in the digital domain.

(A.2) Since only a fraction of the OFDM subcarriers are
activated for the UL and DL, the Peak-to-Average Power
Ratio (PAPR) of the transmitted signals is substantially
reduced. The associated power consumption reduction
for the Power Amplifier (PA) is achieved without the
extra complexity of invoking any of the conventional
PAPR reduction techniques, such as active constellation
extension, selected mapping, tone injection and tone
reservation [20]–[23].

(A.3) In the face of asymmetric UL/DL traffic, the MDD is
capable of dynamically assigning a smaller portion of
OFDM subcarriers to the lower-traffic UL, which in
turn reduces the power consumption for the shirt-pocket-
sized MSs having a compact form-factor.

(A.4) The MDD retains the IBFD advantages of eliminating
the guard interval/band, acquiring CSIT without feed-
back, instantaneous HARQ and avoiding the hidden
terminal problem.

Nonetheless, we will demonstrate in this paper that the tradeoff
between IBFD and MDD is very similar to the tradeoff
between FDD and TDD, where IBFD outperforms MDD at
sufficiently high SNRs. More explicitly, the inherent disad-
vantages of MDD seen in Table II are summarized as follows:

(D.1) Despite its beneficial SI-free nature in the digital do-
main, the effect of SI on the dynamic range of the ADC
used for signal reception still has to be addressed in the
MDD regime.

(D.2) As a result of the separate subcarrier assignments for
the UL and DL, the overall system throughput of
MDD cannot compete with IBFD. Nonetheless, we will
demonstrate that due to the residual SI contaminating the
signal detection, the IBFD can only achieve a higher
bandwidth efficiency, when a sufficiently high SNR is
provided.

(D.3) Owing to the simultaneous signal transmission and re-
ception, both MDD and IBFD impose stringent require-
ments on time synchronization. Moreover, all of the
OFDM-based duplex techniques of TDD, FDD, IBFD
and MDD suffer from a phase noise that increases with

the oscillator’s carrier frequency, which has to be dealt
with by the Phase-Tracking Reference Signal (PT-RS)
in the most up-to-date 5G standards [24].

Against this background, the contributions of this paper are
explicitly summarized as follows:

1) In this work, we propose a novel FD-based bidirectional
Point-to-Point (P2P) transmission scheme for frequency-
selective mmWave channels, which has not been inves-
tigated in the open literature. More explicitly, first of all,
the duplex Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx) are mod-
elled by Uniform Linear Arrays (ULAs) associated with
adjustable separation distance and angle parameters,
which subsumes the special case of Tx and Rx sharing
the same antenna array. Secondly, we model the Line-
of-Sight (LoS) SI channels by the near-field propagation
model, which allows us to perform tractable analysis.
Thirdly, the Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) SI channels as
well as the multipath communication channels between
the two nodes are modelled by the far-field propagation
model, where the sparsity of both the spatial and time
domains are exploited.

2) Without loss of generality, we propose to mitigate
the LoS SI by nullspace cancelling in the inherent
beamforming structure of mmWave communication. To
elaborate, in addition to the objective of maximizing
the beamforming gain, an extra constraint of creating
null beams for the LoS SI channels is added in the FD
mode. As a result, although the Half-Duplex (HD) TDD
scheme is capable of achieving a higher beamforming
gain in the absence of any SI mitigation constraint,
our simulation results confirm that the FD schemes of
IBFD and MDD consistently exhibit higher bandwidth
efficiencies than their HD TDD counterparts.

3) The comparison between the FD scheme pair of MDD
and IBFD is examined in terms of the following three
aspects. First of all, regarding the Tx PA dynamic
range required for signal transmission, the MDD exhibits
substantially reduced PAPR, which reduces the power
consumption at the Tx. Secondly, in terms of signal re-
ception, both MDD and IBFD have to take into account
the ADC dynamic range in the context of the proposed
nullspace SI cancellation. Thirdly, owing to the fact
that the OFDM subcarriers are separately assigned to
the bidirectional links, “clean” uncontaminated received
signals without SI become available to the MDD in
the digital domain. As a result, our simulation results
demonstrate that the MDD is capable of outperforming
the IBFD in small mmWave cells, unless unrealistically
high SNRs are assumed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
MDD aided P2P mmWave communication system as well
as the associated SI and the mmWave channel models are
presented in Section II. The issues of the PA dynamic range
and the effective ADC bitwidth reduction as well as our
beamforming aided solution are presented in Section III. Our
simulation studies are presented in Section IV, while Section V
concludes the paper.
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II. MDD AIDED MM -WAVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

A. System Model

Let us consider a pair of MDD nodes communicating with
each other, as shown in Fig. 2. Each node is assumed to
haveNti Transmit Antennas (TAs) andNri Receive Antennas
(RAs) placed in a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) with half-
wavelength spacing, wherei denotes the index of the node.
Each antenna chain is assumed to be followed/preceded by
a variable gain amplifier and a phase shifter, which are
used for employing transmit as well as receive beamforming.
Furthermore, letwti ∈ C

Nti and wri ∈ C
Nri represent the

unit-norm transmit and receive beamforming vectors at node
i. The signal sequence received at theith node is given by:

ri(n) =
√

ρij

Nc−1∑

l=0

wH
riH

ij
l wtjxj(n − mij

l )+

√
ρLoSii wH

riH
ii
0 wtixi(n − mii

0 )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

LoS SI

+

√
ρii

Nc−1∑

l=1

wH
riH

ii
l wtixi(n − mii

l )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLoS SI

+z(n), (1)

where Nc is the number of multipath clusters,Hij
l ∈

C
Nri×Ntj represents the channel matrix corresponding to

the lth multipath cluster between thejth transmitter and the
ith receiver,Hii

0 represents the strongest LoS SI channel at
the ith node,Hii

l represent the NLoS multipath components
associated with the SI channel at theith node, mij

l is the
multipath delay associated withHij

l , xi(n) is the data se-
quence transmitted by nodei, and z(n) ∼ CN (0, σ2)1 is
the thermal noise. Owing to the physical separation between
the transmit and receive antennas, the NLoS SI component
of (1) is modelled in the same way as the desired channel’s
frequency-selective multipath propagation link between the
two nodes, where the distribution of the multipath channels
H

ij
l andHii

l as well as that of their delaysmij
l andmii

l will
be introduced in Sec. II-B. We note that this does not impose
any problem on the bespoke OFDM scheme considered in this
work, as long as the cyclic prefix is longer than the maximum
delayD.

For the sake of clarity, (1) may be simplified as:

ri(n) =
√

ρij

Nc−1∑

l=0

h
ij

l xj(n − mij
l ) +

√
ρLoSii h

ii

0 xi(n − mii
0 )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
LoS SI

+

√
ρii

Nc−1∑

l=1

h
ii

l xi(n − mii
l )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLoS SI

+z(n), (2)

where {hij

l = wH
riH

ij
l wtj}Nc−1

l=0 and {hii

l =
wH

riH
ii
l wti}Nc−1

l=0 denote the beamformed channels.

1The complex Gaussian random variable with meanµ and varianceσ2 is
represented byCN (µ, σ2).
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Fig. 2: Notations of Full-Duplex (FD) aided bidirectional Point-to-
Point (P2P) mmWave communication system.

B. Channel Model

In recent years, substantial research efforts have been
dedicated to beamforming design [25]–[37] that takes into
account both channel estimation [27]–[29], and multi-user
access [30]–[33] as well as full-duplex scenarios [34]–[37]
in thenarrowband mmWave channels. However, the mmWave
mode of the most recent 5G New Radio (NR) standard releases
is OFDM-based [24]. Against this background, in this work,
we invoke the following frequency-selective mmWave channel
model [38], [39] for (1) that subsumes all the aforementioned
narrowband models as a special case:

Hij(m) =

Nc−1∑

l=0

H
ij
l δ(m − mij

l ). (3)

The multipath delaysmij
l are assumed to be uniformly dis-

tributed over[0, 1, . . . ,D], whereD corresponds to the largest
multipath delay. We definemij

0 6= mij
1 6= · · · 6= mij

Nc−1 and
Nc < D, owing to the fact that mmWave channel has limitted
scattering. Furthermore, since the distance between the two
nodes is far larger than the mmWave wavelength, the multipath
cluster in (3) is further extended according to the far-field
propagation model [37], [40], [40] as:

H
ij
l =

√
NtjNri

Nc

Nray−1∑

k=0

αl
keri(θ

l
k)eH

tj (φ
l
k), (4)

whereNray is the number of Multi-Path Components (MPCs),
while each MPCαl

k ∼ CN (0, 1) has independent Angle of
Arrival (AoA) θl

k and Angle of Departure (AoD)φl
k. These

anglesθl
k and φl

k are generated using Laplacian distribution
with mean values ofθ̄l and φ̄l, variances ofσ2

θ and σ2
φ,

respectively, wherēθl and φ̄l are assumed to be uniformly
distributed in the interval[0, 2π). Moreover, the array response
vectors of theith receiver’s andjth transmitter’s ULAs are
given by:

eri(θ
l
k) = 1√

Nri

[
ejπ0θl

k ejπ1θl
k · · · ejπ(Nri−1)θl

k

]
,

etj(φ
l
k) = 1√

Ntj

[
ejπ0φl

k ejπ1φl
k · · · ejπ(Ntj−1)φl

k

]
.

(5)

The LoS component of the SI channel depends on the
geometries of the transmit and receive ULAs. Assuming that
the transmit and receive ULAs are seprated by a distanced
and have an angular inclination ofϑ, as portrayed by Fig. 3,
the LoS SI in (1) is represented by the near-field propagation
model [41]–[43] as:

Hii
0 (q, p) =

ξ

dqp
e−j 2π

λ dqp , (6)
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Fig. 3: Pictorial depiction of the transmit and receive antenna array
geometry at each node.

whereξ is the power normalization constant ensuring that we
have trace(Hii

0 Hii
0

H
) = NtiNri, while the distance between

the pth TA and qth RA is given by (7).
We note that the pair of transmit and receive ULAs de-

ployed at the same node seen in Fig. 3 are configured in a
two-dimensional plane, since no relative transmitter-receiver
movement is considered. The readers may refer to [44] for the
practical three-dimensional deployment, where the effectof
polarization mismatch between the transmit and receive ULAs
located at two separate nodes is taken into account.

Moreover, for the special case of Tx and Rx sharing the
same array, we haved = 0 andϑ = 0. In this case, however,
the extra hardware cost of either a three-point circulator or
an electrical balance duplexer has to be equipped for each
antenna element, so that the flow of transmit and receive
signals is directed in a clockwise manner [9]–[11]. However,
the antenna separation aided scenario ofd > 0 and ϑ > 0
inevitably complicates the CSIT acquisition for both IBFD and
MDD. Nonetheless, thanks to the combined UL/DL spectrum,
the channel reciprocity seen in Table II is still valid during
the stage of channel sounding phase invoked for resource
scheduling, since practical mmWave communications do not
always activate all antennas over the entire available spectrum
for each link. In the most up-to-date 5G standards, the grant-
based resource scheduling and beam selection are assisted
by the Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) and CSI Reference
Signal (CSI-RS), which are indepdent of the Demodulation
Reference Signal (DM-RS) used for the accurate estimation of
the amplitudes and phases of the Channel Impulse Responses
(CIRs) for the sake of performing coherent detection [24].

Finally, similar to (3), the NLoS SI of (1) is given by:

Hii(m) =

Nc−1∑

l=1

Hii
l δ(m − mii

l ), (8)

where the MPCsHii
l are also generated according to the far-

field model of (4).

C. OFDM Model

For an OFDM system havingN subcarriers, the time-
domain samples in (1)-(2) are generated by the In-
versed Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) asxi(n) =

1√
N

∑N−1
κ=0 si(κ)wκn

N and xj(n) = 1√
N

∑N−1
κ=0 sj(κ)wκn

N ,

where{si(κ)}N−1
κ=0 and {sj(κ)}N−1

κ=0 are the OFDM symbols
modulated at theith andjth node, respectively, while we have

wN = exp(j 2π
N ). The IDFT may be expressed in matrix form

as xi = WH
N si and xj = WH

N sj , whereWN ∈ C
N×N is

the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix, while we have
the frequency-domain vectorssi ∈ C

N and sj ∈ C
N and the

time-domain vectorsxi ∈ C
N andxj ∈ C

N .
In the OFDM model, the received samples of (2) may be

formulated as:

ri(n) =
√

ρij

∑D
ld=0 h̃ij

ld
xj〈n − ld〉N+√

ρii

∑D
ld=0 h̃ii

ld
xi〈n − ld〉N + z(n),

(9)

where〈n− ld〉N denotes(n− ld) modulo N, while the sparse
delayed and beamformed channels are given by:

h̃ij
ld

=

{
h

ij

l = wH
riH

ij
l wtj , if ld = mij

l

0, otherwise
,

h̃ii
ld

=

{
h

ii

l = wH
riH

ii
l wti, if ld = mii

l

0, otherwise
.

(10)

As a result, (9) may be expressed in matrix form for the N-
subcarrier OFDM system as:

ri =
√

ρijH̃
ijxj +

√
ρiiH̃

iixi + z, (11)

whereH̃ij ∈ C
N×N andH̃ii ∈ C

N×N are circulant matrices
associated with{h̃ij

ld
}D

ld=0 and{h̃ii
ld
}D

ld=0, respectively.
Finally, the frequency-domain received OFDM symbol after

DFT is given by:

yi = WNri =
√

ρijD
ijsj +

√
ρiiD

iisi + ž, (12)

whereDij = WNH̃ijWH
N andDii = WNH̃iiWH

N are the
digonal matrices having channel coefficients in the Fourier-
domain, while we havěz = WNz.

D. MDD and IBFD

In this work, we focus our attention on the bidirectional P2P
system of Fig. 2 associated with symmetric traffic. Therefore,
the MDD subcarrier allocation within an OFDM symbol may
be expressed as:

{
si(κ) 6= 0 andsj(κ) = 0, 0 ≤ κ ≤ N/2 − 1
si(κ) = 0 andsj(κ) 6= 0, N/2 ≤ κ ≤ N − 1

. (13)

Moreover, in the case of dynamic subcarrier allocation based
on the link qualities, the MDD transmission may be optimized
as:{

si(κ) 6= 0 andsj(κ) = 0, if |Dji(κ, κ)| > |Dij(κ, κ)|
si(κ) = 0 andsj(κ) 6= 0, otherwise

.

(14)
As a result, the MDD signal detection in the digital domain is
“clean” and completely free from SI, where (12) is extended
as:{

yi(κ) =
√

ρijD
ij(κ, κ)sj(κ) + ž(κ), if sj(κ) 6= 0

yj(κ) =
√

ρjiD
ji(κ, κ)si(κ) + ž(κ), if si(κ) 6= 0

.

(15)
Consequently, the MDD bandwidth efficiencies achieved at
Node 1 and Node 2 of Fig. 2 are given by:

CNode1
MDD = 2

N E{∑∀s2(κ) 6=0 log2

[
1 + ρ12|D12(κ, κ)|2

]
,

CNode2
MDD = 2

N E{∑∀s1(κ) 6=0 log2

[
1 + ρ21|D21(κ, κ)|2

]
.
(16)
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In summary, the MDD activates half of the OFDM subcarriers
for each link so that the signal detection becomes SI-free.

By contrast, the IBFD always activates all OFDM subcar-
riers for each link as:

si(κ) 6= 0 andsj(κ) 6= 0, 0 ≤ κ ≤ N − 1. (17)

Therefore, the IBFD bandwidth efficiency of each node may
be evaluated based on (12) as:

CNode1
IBFD = 1

N E{∑N−1
κ=0 log2

[
1 + ρ12|D12(κ,κ)|2

1+ρ11|D11(κ,κ)|2
]
},

CNode2
IBFD = 1

N E{∑N−1
κ=0 log2

[
1 + ρ21|D21(κ,κ)|2

1+ρ22|D22(κ,κ)|2
]
}.

(18)

Intuitively, the IBFD achieves an improved throughput, since
all of the N OFDM subcarriers are activated for each link.
However, compared to the MDD of (16), the performance
of IBFD of (18) is severely limited by the SI. We will
demonstrate in our simulation results of Sec. IV that the
IBFD can only achieve a higher bandwidth efficiency, when a
sufficiently high signal transmission power is provided.

III. PROPOSEDBEAMFORMING AIDED MDD FOR

MM -WAVE COMMUNICATIONS

In this section, we briefly address the dynamic range of the
PA at the transmitter and of the ADC at the receiver. Then our
beamforming aided SI cancellation scheme is presented.

A. Dynamic Range of PA

It is widely known that as a result of the IDFT operation, the
PAPR of the OFDM signals grows linearly with the number of
subcarriers. To elaborate, the dynamic range of the PA at the
transmitter is dependent on the PAPR, which is portrayed in
Fig. 4. In the classic PA design, the Input Back-Off (IBO) is
defined by the ratio of maximum voltage supply and average
input power [45]–[47]. For the signals associated with a high
PAPR, a large IBO is required in order to avoid the saturation
of signals in the non-linear range of the transfer characteristic
seen in Fig. 4. By contrast, having a high IBO degrades the
PA efficiency.

The trend of modern circuitry design indicates that the
IBO provided by the commercially available PAs generally
decreases as the carrier frequency increases [48]. In the most
up-to-date 5G standards [18], only the lower frequency range
of the Ka-band (27 GHz–40 GHz) is utilized from the wider
mmWave spectrum (30 GHz–300 GHz). In fact, processing
the OFDM signals associated with high PAPR becomes in-
creasingly challenging in the higher frequency range of the
mmWave band that approaches the edge of the Terahertz band
(0.1 THz–10 THz), which is envisioned to be a potential key
enabler of the future 6G [48]–[52].

More explicitly, let us firstly consider theL-ary PSK
constellation of{sl = exp(j 2π

L l)}L
l=0. The peak power of the

time-domain OFDM sample ofx(n) = 1√
N

∑N−1
κ=0 s(κ)wκn

N

is reached, when modulating all subcarriers by{s(κ) =

Nonlinear Region

0

Dynamic Range

Average Peak
PAPR of OFDM

PAPR of MDD (symmetric UL/DL)

Pout

Pin

Fig. 4: The dynamic range of the Power Amplifier (PA) at the
transmitter (Tx).

1}N−1
κ=0 at n = 0, which results in PAPR = N

[53]. Moreover, let us consider employingL-ary QAM
having symbols of the form{{sιI ,ιQ =

√
L−2ιI−1√

β
+

j
√

L−2ιQ−1√
β

}
√

L−1
ιI=0 }

√
L−1

ιQ=0 for the frequency-domain OFDM

symbol {s(κ)}N−1
κ=0 , where the normalization factor isβ =

P

√
L/2−1

ιI=0

P

√
L/2−1

ιQ=0
[(
√

L−2ιI−1)2+(
√

L−2ιQ−1)2]

L/4 = 2(L−1)
3 [54],

[55]. The peak power of the time-domain OFDM sample of
x(n) = 1√

N

∑N−1
κ=0 s(κ)wκn

N is obtained, when modulating all
subcarriers by the maximum-power QAM symbol of{s(κ) =√

L−1√
β

+ j
√

L−1√
β

}N−1
κ=0 at n = 0, which results inx(0) =

1√
N

∑N−1
κ=0

(√
L−1√

β
+ j

√
L−1√

β

)
=

√
N

(√
L−1√

β
+ j

√
L−1√

β

)
.

The average OFDM sample power remains unity. In summary,
the resultant OFDM PAPR is given by [54], [56]:

PAPR=
2N(

√
L − 1)2

β
=

3N(
√

L − 1)√
L + 1

. (19)

Although the probability of occurrence of the signals having
the peak-power decreases with bothN and L, the OFDM
systems typically still have to invoke PAPR reduction tech-
niques including active constellation extension, selected map-
ping, tone injection and tone reservation [20]–[23]. In recent
years, Subcarrier Index Modulation (SIM) [54], [57]–[59] has
attracted substantial attention, which activates a subsetof
subcarriers, where the activation indices implicitly carry extra
source information. The resultant PAPR reduction constitutes
one of the key benefits of the SIM design [54], [57]–[59].
The MDD is similar to the SIM in the way that only a subset
of subcarriers are activated for each link, which effectively
reduces the PAPR without involving extra signal processing
complexity and analog circuitry. Fig. 5 confirms that in the
case of symmetric traffic, the MDD exhibits a substantially
reduced PAPR compared to the HD and IBFD modes.

In realistic cellular networks, however, typically asymmetric
traffic is encountered, where the UL-to-DL traffic ratio is
commonly reported to be 2:8 or even 1:9 [60]. Therefore, the
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Fig. 5: PAPR Comparison between the OFDM aided HD, IBFD as
well as MDD.

MDD is even more favourable in terms of energy-efficiency
in these scenarios, where the UL only has to activate a small
portion of the OFDM subcarriers. This results in substantially
reduced power consumtion for the MSs having a compact
form-factor MSs. Nonetheless, without diverting from the
specific focus of this work, we set aside the MDD study of
asymmetric traffic for our future work.

B. Dynamic Range of ADC

In order to address the dynamic range of the ADC in
the presence of strong SI in the FD modes, let us consider
the transmit power ofPTx = 22 dBm as well as the ULA
parameters ofd = 10λ and ϑ = 160o at both the nodes.
The carrier frequency isf = 30 GHz. The two nodes are
separated bydP2P = 5m. The beamforming gain is assumed
to be GBF = 20 dB. As a result, first of all, the received
SI power is given byPSI

Rx = PTx − GSI
FSPL + GBF =

22 dBm − 20 log10(40π) dB + 20 dB = 0 dBm, where
the Free-Space Path Loss (FSPL) is evaluated byGSI

FSPL =
20 log10(

4πd
λ ) dB. Similarly, the received power of the desired

signal is given byP ij
Rx = PTx −Gij

FSPL +GBF = 22 dBm−
20 log10(

4πdP2P

λ ) dB+20 dB = −34 dBm. As a result, the SI
is PSI

Rx − P ij
Rx = 34 dB higher than the desired signal, which

is more than 2000 time different in power strength. Therefore,
the rule-of-thumb ADC dynamic range of6.02Q dB is deemed
to be completely dominated by the SI, whereQ refers to
the ADC resolution bits, as portrayed by Fig. 6. As a result,
the SI-to-Quantization Noise power Ratio (SIQNR) may be
approximately represented bySIQNR = 6.02Q = 48.2 dB,
assuming aQ = 8 bits ADC resolution.

Secondly, let us proceed to evaluate the ADC quantization
noise power according toPQN = PSI

Rx−6.02Q = −48.2 dBm.
As a result, the effective ADC dynamic range for the desired
signal is defined by the Signal-to-Quantization Noise power
Ratio (SQNR) asSQNR = P ij

Rx − PQN = 14.2 dB, which
corresponds to a substantially reducedQ = SQNR/6.02 =
2.4 effective ADC bitwidth, compared to theQ = 8-bit ADC
resolution provided.

Fig. 7 portrays the ADC dynamic ranges according to the
above evaluations, where the effective SQNR is shown to be

0000
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Fig. 6: The dynamic range of the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
at the receiver (Rx).
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Fig. 7: Comparison between the ADC dynamic range that is domi-
nated by the SI-to-Quantization Noise power Ratio (SIQNR) and the
effective ADC dynamic range of the desired Signal-to-Quantization
Noise power Ratio (SQNR).

substantially lower than the SIQNR. More explicitly, Fig. 7(a)
evidences that when provided withQ < 7 bits, the effective
ADC bitwidth available for the desired signal falls even below
1 bit. Moreover, Fig. 7(b) further demonstrates that when the
separation distance grows beyonddP2P > 11m, the effective
SQNR once again falls below 1 bit. Therefore, it is of crucial
importance to mitigate the SI before the signal enters the
ADC, so that the signal detection of the FD mode satisfies
the realistic requirements.

C. Beamforming with Null-Space Projection

In the inherent beamforming structre of mmWave commu-
nication, the LoS SI can be completely eliminated by creating
a null in the SI direction, as portrayed in Fig. 8. This problem
can be formulated by adding a null-space projection constraint
to the beamforming gain maximization problem as follows:

Problem 1: Maximize the beamforming gains over all the
multipath components, while nulling the strongest component
of SI, i.e.

max
wr1,wt1,wr2,wt2

Ψ =

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
r1H

12
l wt2|2 + |wH

r2H
21
l wt1|2,

s.t. wH
r1H

11
0 wt1 = wH

r2H
22
0 wt2 = 0, (20)
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Fig. 8: Schematic descriptions of beamforming aided Half-Duplex
(HD) and Full-Duplex (FD) schemes, where the null-space cancalling
is imposed for the Self-Interference (SI) in FD.

where{wri}2
i=1 and{wti}2

i=1 are unit-norm vectors.
The problem in (20) is non-convex. What is even worse is

that the optimization variables associated with both the nodes
are inseparable. Hence we simplify this problem as follows.

Problem 2: Maximize the beamforming gain over each node
separately, while nulling the strongest SI component, i.e.

max
wri,wtj

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
riH

ij
l wtj |2, s.t. H

jj
0 wtj = 0, (21)

where(i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. To elaborate, the constraint in
(21) may be satisfied by the right null-space projection as
follows:

Proposition 1: In order to arrive atHjj
0 wtj = 0, the

transmit beamforming vector is generated by:

wtj = PNR
(Hjj

0 )wtj , (22)

wherePNR
(·) ∈ C

Ntj×Ntj is the right null-space projection
matrix, while wtj ∈ C

Ntj×1 is an arbitrary vector that
is chosen for maximizing the beamforming gain of (21).
Moreover,{Ntj > Nrj}2

j=1 is required.

Proof. According to (22), we have:

PNR
(Hjj

0 ) = INtj
− (Hjj

0 )H
[
H

jj
0 (Hjj

0 )H
]−1

H
jj
0 . (23)

As a result, the constraintHjj
0 wtj = H

jj
0 PNR

(Hjj
0 )wtj = 0

is guaranteed, regardless of the values inwtj , provided that
the right null-space ofHjj

0 is non-empty, i.e. we have2

NR(Hjj
0 ) 6= φ, which translates toNtj > Nrj .

Therefore, the problem in (21) may now be reformulated as
follows:

Problem 3: Maximize the beamforming gain over each node
separately, while ensuring thatwtj = PNR

(Hjj
0 )wtj , i.e.

max
wri,wtj

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
riH

ij
l PNR

(Hjj
0 )wtj |2. (24)

Although the optimization problem in (24) is non-convex,
a local optimum can be found by employing an algorithm

2NR(A) represents the right null-space ofA.

Algorithm 1 The P-IEVD Scheme.
Require: Randomly chosen unit-norm receive beamforming
vectorwri and maxiterations.
while k < max iterationsdo

1 Compute the Eigenvalue decomposition of
PNR(Hjj

0
)

“

PNc−1

l=0
H

ijH

l wriw
H
riH

ij

l

”

PNR(Hjj
0

)

and set the principal Eigenvector towtj .
2 Compute the Eigenvalue decomposition of

PNc−1

l=0
H

ij

l PNR(Hjj
0

)wtjw
H
tjPNR(Hjj

0
)HijH

l

and set the principal Eigenvector towri.
3 k := k + 1.

end while

analogous to the Iterative Eigenvalue Decomposition (IEVD)
[38]. The proposed Projection aided IEVD (P-IEVD) is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1. Note that IEVD [38] can be viewed as a
special case of the proposed P-IEVD, and P-IEVD reduces to
IEVD when the projection matrix becomes an identity matrix
asPNR

(Hjj
0 ) = INtj

.
Note that a few iterations are sufficient for the convergence

of Algorithm 1, as it will be shown in the next section.
Furthermore, the P-IEVD requires full CSI for obtaining the
optimal transmit and receive beamforming vectors. Acquiring
full CSI would impose significant overhead owing to the large
number of channel coefficients to be estimated. We adopt
a training based approach for implementing our P-IEVD,
which is described in Algorithm 2. The proposed training
based P-IEVD amalgamates the channel estimation and the
beamforming vector design procedures, which avoids the
overhead involved in acquiring the CSI explicitly. Specifically,
the proposed training based P-IEVD exploits the channel’s
reciprocity and the low-complexitypower method3 of [61]
for computing the principal Eigenvector. Furthermore, the
convergence behaviour of Algorithm 2 is the same as that of
Algorithm 1, as it will be shown in the next section.

D. Alternative SI Cancellation Architectures

The feasibility condition of{Ntj > Nrj}2
j=1 is imposed in

Problem 2. In order to adapt to different MIMO setups, we
briefly discuss alternative architectures in this section.

First of all, in contrast to (21), the problem in (20) can be
simplified as follows:

Problem 4: Maximize the beamforming gain over each node
separately, while nulling the strongest component of SI, i.e.

max
wri,wtj

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
riH

ij
l wtj |2, s.t. wH

riH
ii
0 = 0, (25)

where(i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. In order to arrive at a non-trivial
wri, the feasibility condition in (25) requires that the left null-
space ofHii

0 be non-empty. Thus, we need4 {NL(Hii
0 ) 6=

φ}2
i=1 , which translates to{Nti < Nri}2

i=1. Assuming that
the feasibility conditions are satisfied, the problem in (25) can
be equivalently written as follows:

3Given anm × m matrix A, its principal Eigenvector can be obtained by
computingAKe1/‖AKe1‖ for sufficiently largeK, wheree1 is the first
column ofm × m identity matrix.

4NL(A) represents the left null-space ofA.
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Algorithm 2 The training based P-IEVD Scheme.
Require: Randomly chosen unit-norm receive beamforming
vectorwri and maxiterations.
while k < max iterationsdo

1 Obtain {zl(t) = e
H
t H

ijH

l wri}
Ntj

t=1
for l =

{0, 1, . . . , Nc−1} by using training sequences{et}
Ntj

t=1

for Ntj slots, whereet ∈ C
Ntj×1 denotes thet-th

column of the identity matrixINtj . Then we arrive at

the noise-contaminated estimation ofzl = H
ijH

l wri.
2 Compute R

ij =
PNc−1

l=0
zlz

H
l , R

ij

eff =

PNR(Hjj
0

)Rij
PNR(Hjj

0
), and wtj =

R
ijK

eff e1/‖R
ijK

eff e1‖.
3 Obtain {z̄l(τ) = ē

H
τ H

ij

l wtj}
Nri
τ=1

for l =
{0, 1, . . . , Nc−1} by using training sequences{ēτ}

Nri
τ=1

for Nri slots, whereēτ ∈ C
Nri×1 denotes theτ -th

column of the identity matrixINri . Then we arrive at
the noise-contaminated estimation ofz̄l = H

ij

l wtj .
4 Compute R̄

ij =
PNc−1

l=0
z̄lz̄

H
l and wri =

R̄
ijK

ē1/‖R̄
ijK

ē1‖.
5 k := k + 1.

end while

Problem 5: Maximize the beamforming gain over each node
separately, while ensuring thatwH

ri = wH
riPNL

(Hii
0 ), i.e.

max
wri,wtj

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
riPNL

(Hii
0 )Hij

l wtj |2, (26)

where the projection matrix that projects on to the left null-
space ofHii

0 is given by:

PNL
(Hii

0 ) = INri
− Hii

0

[
(Hii

0 )HHii
0

]−1
(Hii

0 )H . (27)

Alternatively, the problem in (20) can also be simplified as
follows:

Problem 6: Maximize the beamforming gain over each node
separately, while nulling the strongest component of SI, i.e.

max
wr1,wt2

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
r1H

12
l wt2|2, (28)

max
wr2,wt1

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
r2H

21
l wt1|2,

s.t. wH
r2H

22
0 = 0 andH11

0 wt1 = 0.

In order to arrive at non-trivialwr2 and wt1, the feasibility
condition in (28) requires that the left null-space ofH22

0 and
the right null-space ofH11

0 be non-empty. Thus, we require
NL(H22

0 ) 6= φ andNR(H11
0 ) 6= φ, which translates toNt1 >

Nr1 andNt2 < Nr2. As a result, the problem in (28) can be
equivalently written as follows.

Problem 7: Maximize the beamforming gain over each node
separately, while ensuring thatwH

r2 = wH
r2PNL

(H22
0 ) and

wt1 = PNR
(H11

0 )wt1, i.e.

max
wr1,wt2

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
r1H

12
l wt2|2, (29)

max
wr2,wt1

Nc−1∑

l=0

|wH
r2PNL

(H22
0 )H21

l PNR
(H11

0 )wt1|2. (30)

TABLE IV: Simulation parameters.

Carrier frequency 30 GHz
OFDM subcarriers 64
ULA geometry d = 10λ andϑ = 160o

Channel model Frequency-selective mmWave channels
MPC delay distribution Uniform over [0, 1, · · · , D]
MPC maximum delay D = 8
MPC clusters Nc = 5
MPCs per cluster Nray = 8
MPC distribution CN (0, 1) with AoA and AoD
AoA/AoD distribution Laplacian
AoA/AoD means Uniform over [0, 2π)
AoA/AoD variances σθ = σφ = 5o
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Fig. 9: Variation in the beamforming gains as a function of
iterations in TDD, IBFD and MDD systems havingNt1 =
Nt2 = 8, Nr1 = Nr2 = 4 andρii = 15 dB.

It is readilty seen that the optimization problems in Problem 5
and Problem 7 can be similarly solved by employing the
P-IEVD algorithm. Table III summarizes the optimization
problems and the feasibility conditions associated with the
various SI cancellation architectures.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

Simulation scenario: In all our simulations, both the nodes
are assumed to haved = 10λ andϑ = 160o. The frequency-
selective mmWave channel is assumed to haveD = 8, Nc = 5,
Nray = 8 and σθ = σφ = 5o. The number of subcarriers in
each OFDM symbol is assumed to be 64. The parameters are
summarized in Table IV.

The beamforming gains achieved by the proposed P-IEVD
are portrayed by Fig. 9. We note that as discussed in Sec. III.C,
the proposed P-IEVD subsumes the IEVD of [38] as a special
case, where the projection matrix for the TDD mode is
simply the identity matrix. Fig. 9 demonstrates thatK = 2
iterations are sufficient for the convergence of the proposed
P-IEVD algorithms, and the performance of the training based
algorithm improves as the SNR increases. Furthermore, it is
evidenced by Fig. 9(b) that the beamforming gain of the TDD
mode is higher than that of the FD modes of IBFD/MDD,
owing to the fact that the HD TDD mode does not need to
perform null-space LoS SI cancellation, as depicted earlier in
Fig. 8. On one hand, the TDD mode indeed benefits from a
higher degree-of-freedom on beamforming gain. On the other
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TABLE III: Summary of the optimization problems and the feasibility conditions associated with various SI cancellation architectures.
Optimization problem Feasibility condition

maxwri,wtj

PNc−1

l=0
|wH

riH
ij
l PNR

(Hjj
0

)wtj |2. wtj = PNR
(Hjj

0
)wtj , Nt1 > Nr1, Nt2 > Nr2.

maxwri,wtj

PNc−1

l=0
|wH

riPNL
(Hii

0
)Hij

l wtj |2. w
H
ri = w

H
riPNL

(Hii
0

),Nt1 < Nr1,Nt2 < Nr2.

maxwr1,wt2

PNc−1

l=0
|wH

r1
H

12

l wt2|2 w
H
r2

= w
H
r2

PNL
(H22

0
), wt1 = PNR

(H11

0
)wt1,

maxwr2,wt1

PNc−1

l=0
|wH

r2
PNL

(H22

0
)H21

l PNR
(H11

0
)wt1|2. Nt1 > Nr1, Nt2 < Nr2.
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Fig. 10: The LoS SI power as a function of iterations in TDD, IBFD
and MDD systems havingNt1 = Nt2 = 8, Nr1 = Nr2 = 4 and
ρii = 15 dB.

hand, compared to the FD modes of IBFD/MDD, the TDD
mode is a HD scheme that requires guard interval, which
degrades its overall bandwidth efficiency after normalization.
This issue will be addressed later in this section.

The LoS SI power‖wH
riH

ii
0 wti‖2 seen in (1) is examined

for the proposed P-IEVD in Fig. 10. First of all, the IEVD
aided TDD scheme of [38] does not deal with the SI. There-
fore, during the signal transmission of one link, the signalre-
ception for the other link has to be postponed in order to avoid
encountering a high SI power, as seen in Fig. 10. Secondly,
Fig. 10 confirms that afterK = 1 iteration, the proposed P-
IEVD aided IBFD/MDD arrangements successfully adjust the
beamforming weights for completely eliminating the LoS SI
power, where the training at different SNRs does not affect the
SI mitigation. We note that upon ensuring‖wH

riH
ii
0 wti‖2 = 0,

the LoS SI term is completely eliminated from the received
signal in (1), which is delivered to the ADC without any
contamination by the strong LoS SI power. Nonetheless, we
will proceed to demonstrate that the NLoS SI seen in (1) may
still degrade the performance of IBFD, which is avoided by
the MDD design, thanks to its beneficial orthogonal subcarrier
division duplexing.

Fig. 11 demonstrates that the training based P-IEVD scheme
of Algorithm 2 exhibits a bandwidth efficiency degradation in
the low-SNR region, owing to the fact that the CSI estimation
required by beamforming is contaminated by noise. Nonethe-
less, it is confirmed by Fig. 11 that the training based P-IEVD
algorithms perform close to their ideal P-IEVD counterparts of
Algorithm 1, as the SNR increases. Without loss of generality,
the P-IEVD scheme associated withK = 2 iterations is
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Fig. 11: Average bandwidth efficiency in TDD and MDD
systems havingNt1 = Nt2 = 8, Nr1 = Nr2 = 4 and
ρii = 15 dB.
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Fig. 12: Bandwidth efficiency in MDD systems having sym-
metric and asymmetric MIMO setups.

invoked for our bandwidth efficiency comparisons in the rest
of this section. Moreover, without ambiguity, the terminology
of “bandwidth efficiency” is quantified for each node, as
presented in Sec. II, while “average bandwidth efficiency”
refers to the overall metric that is normalized by the number
of nodes.

Fig. 12 studies the effect of both symmetric and asymmetric
MIMO setups. It can be seen in Fig. 12 that the symmetric
traffic is recorded for the symmetric MIMO setup ofNt1 =
Nt2 and Nr1 = Nr2. Furthermore, when a higher number
of TAs is employed at Node 1 asNt1 > Nt2, the bandwidth
efficiency is improved at Node 2, as shown in Fig. 12(a), owing
to the improved beamforming gain. Moreover, Fig. 12(b)
demonstrates that increasing the number of RAs at Node 1
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Fig. 13: Average bandwidth efficiency in TDD, IBFD and
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as Nr1 > Nr2 results in an improved performance recorded
at Node 1.

Finally, our performance comparison between TDD, IBFD
and MDD is offered in Fig. 13. The guard interval of the TDD
mode is configured to 1/14 for LTE-A and 12.5% for IEEE
802.11ad. We note that in a variety of systems, the guard inter-
val may be further increased in order to increase the coverage
area. For example, the guard interval for IEEE 802.11ac and
DVB-T may be as high as 20% and 25%, respectively, which
are not included in Fig. 13(b) to avoid obfuscation.

It is evidenced by Fig. 13(a) that the performance of IBFD
degrades as the power of NLoS SI of (1) increases. To
elaborate, our proposed P-IEVD algorithm only eliminates the
LoS SI of (1). As a result, the residual NLoS SI imposes an
increased noise power on the IBFD signal detection in (18).
By contrast, the MDD assigns separate OFDM subcarriers to
different links. Therefore, the MDD signal detection in (16) is
“clean” and free from SI.

Fig. 13(b) demonstrates that first of all, the dynamic sub-

carrier allocation of (14) improves the MDD performance.
Secondly, owing to the guard interval, the TDD mode becomes
inferior to the MDD mode after normalization, despite the
fact that the TDD mode achieves a higher beamforming
gain. Thirdly, although the IBFD endeavors to exploit the
frequency-time resources to the fullest possible extent, its
SI-contaminated performance is only advantageous, when a
sufficitly high SNR> 30 dB is provided.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a FD scheme for frequency-selective
mmWave channels. In order to mitigate the detrimental effects
of SI imposed on the ADC dynamic range, the novel P-IEVD
and its training based counterpart were proposed, where the
nullspace SI cancellation is intrinsically amalgamated with
the beamforming structure of mmWave communication. Our
simulation results demonstrate that in addition to the substan-
tially reduced PAPR of signal transmission, the MDD mode
is capable of outperforming both of its HD TDD and IBFD
counterparts in dispersive mmWave channels, as summarized
in Table V based on Fig. 13(b).
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